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Thunderous Tribulations. Now, they could create 

Tribulation Worlds that made enemies fall into tribulations. 

Meanwhile, Gaius’ signature skill was also powerful. It was named 
Petrifaction, 

which sounded simple but was actually magical. Upon using Petrifaction, 
one’s 

body would undergo changes and turn as hard as a rock. At the same time, 

one’s physical power would also increase. If used atop the Marciais Path, 
one’s 

defense would be extremely terrifying. 

A while later, James stood up and said, “It’s almost time. Let’s get to Dieux 

Academy as soon as possible and participate in their assessment. The 
rewards 

for this round’s discipleship assessment are really enticing.” 

Since King Marciais and the others cultivated the Genesis Path Scripture, they 

could understand the Central Plane’s language and were able to read the 

invitation from Dieux Academy. 

James continued, “The champion plane of this round’s assessment will get 

Clover Spiritual Herbs. It’s a herb of the Celestial Rank and the best herb to 

hone the physical body, soul, and bloodline. It’ll greatly help in cultivating the 

Marciais Path.” 

“Let’s win first place then,” vowed King Marciais. 



Gaius also could not help but say, “The Endlos Plane is small, its existence 

unknown to powerhouses of the Central Plane. This is our chance to make it 

known.” 

“Let’s go.” 

After meditating in seclusion for some time, the group left the area in a hurry. 

They reached a remote area in the southern part of the Central Plane. 

Although the energy of heaven and earth there was strong, the space was 

unstable. There were many spatial turbulences. 

Besides, the place was connected to the Dark World. It was full of danger. 
One 

would perish if careless. 

“Huh?” 

Suddenly, James stopped in his tracks. 

“What’s wrong?” King Marciais asked. 

James sensed the area and said, “There’s a plane ahead that was born not 
too 

long ago. It should have many rare Empyrean herbs.” 

“Let’s go and have a look.” King Marciais was interested. 

“Alright.” James nodded. 

Then, he hurried forward. 

After a while of traversing through the darkness, a plane came into view. 
There 

was a distance between the group and the plane. They could see numerous 



universes in the plane, including ones still being born. 

“What a powerful plane.” 

After taking a glance, James believed that if the plane continued to develop, it 

would become a powerful plane. It would be several times more powerful than 

the Endlos Plane. 

‘This plane was born not too long ago. It still has many Empyrean treasures.” 

James grew excited. 

He did not expect to be so lucky after returning to Endlos. 

First was the Genesis Holy Potion, then now a newly born plane. 

“Are we going to invade it just like that?” Gaius frowned and said, “If we 
invade 

the plane and take its treasures, how are we any different from Emyr Island?” 

Gaius was born in Endlos. Thus, he knew well the catastrophes Endlos had to 

endure following Emyr Island’s invasion. 

Gaius had put in a lot of effort to protect Endlos. 

Taran said, ‘This is the nature of the cultivation realm. 

There’s no right or wrong, simply differing opinions. Even if we don’t invade 
the 

plane and take its treasures, other powerhouses will invade it once they’ve 

found it.” 

James nodded lightly and said, ‘Taran is right. We can only be careful not to 

harm the plane when taking its treasures.” 

In his past life, this would not be a concern. If people refused to comply, he 



would just kill them. 

However, after all his experiences in this life, he came to understand many 

principles. 
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without hurting people. 

That was James’ attitude. 

After all, the cultivation realm was cruel. It was hard to rise without obtaining 

resources. 

“Let’s go then,” said Gaius. He was greedy for treasures. His greed was 
further 

fueled upon coming to know the benefits of the Genesis Holy Herb. He said, “I 

wonder if there are Genesis Holy Herbs in this plane.” 

With a smile, James said, “It’d be hard to find them. The Genesis Holy Herb is 

rare. If rated according to quality, the Genesis Holy Herb qualifies as an herb 
of 

the Celestial Rank.” 

If the Genesis Holy Herb were not an herb of the Celestial Rank, the two 

Celestial Rank powerhouses would not have put their lives at stake to fight for 
it. 

Genesis Holy Herbs only formed when a plane failed to evolve. Thus, it was 

extremely rare. 

“Genesis Holy Herbs were only born in the Central Plane and a few other 

powerful planes. The plane before us is advanced, but it can’t birth Genesis 

Holy Herbs. Planes have different levels,” said James. 



Everyone grew curious. 

King Marciais asked, “How are the levels of the planes divided?” 

James explained, ‘The planes are divided into eleven levels. The Central 
Plane 

is the only tenth-level plane. It’s the core of many planes. Aside from that, 
there 

are several ninthlevel powerful planes. The ninth-level planes aren’t much 

weaker than the Central Plane. The powerhouses from the ninth-level planes 

are top powerhouses even in the Central Plane.” 

Gurgen asked, “What level is the Endlos Plane?” 

James answered, “At most a third-level plane.” 

The rest were disappointed upon hearing that. They thought Endlos would be 
of 

a higher level. They did not expect it to only be a third-level plane. Such a 
low�level plane was considered to be the bottom of the many planes. 

James continued, “Although the Central Plane and the other planes are 

powerful, even Supremusseum, which is as powerful as the Central Plane, 
dare 

not say it can defeat other planes. In the Central Plane, no one has the ability 
to 

wipe out all the other planes.” 

Upon hearing the legends of these planes, they were more curious about the 

vast Central Plane and the other planes. 

“James, since you understand the Central Plane and the other planes so well, 

which is more powerful? The Central Plane and the other planes?” 



When James heard that, he frowned. 

After pondering for a while, he answered, “If the former 

Central Plane and the other planes fought. Lord Supreme of Supremusseum 

would be the strongest.” 

In James’ previous life, he was the most powerful existence in the Central 
Plane 

and the other planes. 

His cultivation rank was at the peak of the Consummation Celestial Rank. He 

was only one step away from the legendary Holy Celestial Rank. 

“However!” 

James’ words took a sharp turn. He said, “Even though Lord Supreme was 

peerless and disdainful of the planes, it was difficult for him to fight against so 

many people alone. Thus, he died in the hands of his enemies.” 

Everyone listened to James attentively. 

James continued, ‘That battle shocked numerous planes. Many peerless 

powerhouses from the ninth-level planes allied with the forces of the Central 

Plane to siege Lord Supreme.” 

James stopped talking. 

The rest knew the outcome of the battle. Lord Supreme had fallen. 

“By the way, don’t use the Genesis Path Scripture I taught you unless your 
lives 

are at risk. Otherwise, things will become troublesome.” 

Although they did not know why James advised this and what trouble it would 



bring, they nodded. 

After James talked about the past, he became melancholic. 

In his past life, he saw the entire world as his enemy. 

Many powerhouses of the ninth-level planes would be participating in the 

upcoming battle, and numerous powerhouses of the Central Plane would 
make 

a move. 

It would be hard for James to flip the script in this life. 

Even if he reached the cultivation rank of his previous life, he could not fight 

against the enemies of his previous life. 
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a more powerful plane. He wanted the people 

by his side to be stronger. 

That way, he would have more opportunities. 

Otherwise, he would make the same mistake he did in his previous life. 

He still had one more chance. He needed to enter the Holy Celestial Rank in 

this life. 

“What are you thinking about?” King Marciais pulled James over. 

“Nothing.” James came back to his senses and said, “Let’s go and see what 

treasures there are in this plane.” 

The group hurried over to the plane ahead. 

“James, what level is this plane?” Gaius asked. 

After sensing the power of the plane ahead, James answered, “It can be 



considered to be a fifth-level plane. It’s just that this plane was born not too 
long 

ago. The space is unstable. Many universes are expanding and being born. If 

no one invades and this plane develops peacefully, it will become an 
eighth�level plane in the future.” 

“It’s that strong?” Gurgen was stunned. 

“Yeah. It’s that strong.” James nodded and said, “However, it’s impossible for 
it 

not to be invaded. Many forces of the 

Central Plane are continuously searching for newborn planes.” 

Gaius asked, “Why are they seeking newborn planes?” 

James said, ‘There are three goals.” 

Curious, Taran asked, “What are the goals?” 

James explained, “Firstly, they want to invade the plane to occupy the 
resources 

in the plane and the Genesis Path of the plane. The Genesis Path of the 
Endlos 

Plane is the three beams of the Endlos Light. 

“Secondly, they want to control the plane and make it their subsidiary plane. 

‘Thirdly, they want to forcefully occupy the plane and merge it with their own 

plane. By doing so, they can improve the stability of their plane’s space and 

level.” 

Upon hearing that, everyone was puzzled. 

From what they knew, James never left the Endlos Plane, so how did he find 
out 



about all this? 

Could it be that James used to be a powerhouse of the Central Plane and 

reincarnated in Endlos? 

Even though they were confused, they did not ask James about it. 

It was because they trusted James. If James were willing to tell them about it, 

he would do so without them asking. 

The few of them hurried forward. 

When they were about to enter the plane, they saw huge flying battleships in 
the 

distance. 

“Hold on,” said James. 

He stared at the flying battleships in the distance and frowned. He said, ‘This 

plane has been discovered. There is already a force preparing to invade the 

plane.” 

“James, which force is it?” King Marciais asked. 

James looked at the flag on the flying battleship. 

On the flag was a mysterious pattern. At the center of the pattern was a 
word�Ancient. 

Around the word were several mysterious lines and words. 

“It’s the Ancient Clan.” 

James furrowed his brows. 

Everyone looked at James. 

Gaius asked, “Is the Ancient Clan a terrifying force?” 



Sternly, James nodded and said, “They’re powerful. The Ancient Clan comes 

from a ninth-level plane. The clan leader of the Ancient Clan is the lord of a 

ninth-level plane. He created a powerful force in the Central Plane called the 

Ancient Clan’s Immortal Mountain. It’s one of the Ten Great Forces of the 

Central Plane.” 
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Mountain was one of the Ten Great Forces of the 

Central Plane. 

Although Dieux Academy was also rated as one of the Ten Great Forces, the 

overall strength of Dieux Academy was not very great. Dieux Academy relied 

heavily on the countless powerhouses they had trained throughout the years. 

The powerhouses did not stay in Dieux Academy for a long time. They would 

only cultivate in Dieux Academy for a while. 

Nonetheless, if Dieux Academy were in a predicament, the powerhouses 
would 

help the academy. 

Dieux Academy relied on the powerhouses to become one of the Ten Great 

Forces. 

On the other hand, the Ancient Clan was extremely powerful and terrifying. 

As for how Emyr Island obtained a spot as one of the Ten Great Forces in the 

Central Plane following their previous invasion, it was because the ranking 
was 

made by regular living beings. 



There were many versions of the Ten Great Forces. Each powerhouse rated 
the 

strength of the planes according to their opinion. The Ten Great Forces 
differed 

from person to person. 

Several living beings rated Emyr Island as one of the Ten Great Forces. This 

was not due to Fenton, the Island Lord of Emyr Island’s power. In fact, his 

cultivation rank was low, not even reaching the Petit Celestial Rank. 

Fenton was a Grand Patriarch. He used to follow Lord 

Supreme and was Lord Supreme’s subordinate. He was definitely powerful 
and 

was one of the top powerhouses of Supremusseum. 

Since Fenton as the Grand Patriarch joined Supremusseum and was the 

subordinate of Lord Supreme, even though he had passed, to some, Emyr 

Island was considered one of the Ten Great Forces. 

It was only because of this that James got to know the name of Emyr Island’s 

Island Lord. In actuality, Emyr Island was a small force. 

James did not delve much into Emyr Island. He simply knew that its Grand 

Patriarch died in battle during the chaos of Supremusseum. Had the Island 
only 

had living beings at the Sovereign Sixth Rank, James would not have even 

heard of them. 

“What should we do?” King Marciais asked. 

Gaius, Gurgen, and Taran looked at James. 



James looked at the hundreds of flying battleships. 

Each battleship was huge. It was as big as a star. 

“Have you ever thought of killing people to obtain treasures?” 

When James asked that question, everyone was stunned. 

Taran took a deep breath and said, “What are you talking about? You already 

said that they’re from a major clan of a ninth-level plane and they’re one of the 

Ten Great Forces. Are you trying to lose your life?” 

“James, calm down. Don’t act recklessly,” said King Marciais timely. 

Gurgen advised, “If we can’t get the treasures, let’s forget about it and leave. 

Perhaps we will meet other fortunes after leaving this place.” 

The group advised James. 

The Ancient Clan’s Immortal Mountain was one of the Central Plane’s Ten 
Great 

Forces and was extremely terrifying. 

They did not dare act recklessly. 

On the other hand, James smiled and said, “Sure, they’re one of the Ten 
Great 

Forces from a ninth-level plane, and they’re strong. However, they’re only a 

patrol troop under the Ancient Clan’s Immortal Mountain. All powerful forces 

routinely send patrol troops to scout the borders of the Central Plane. They 

search for newborn planes and plunder ownerless planes. I can sense that 
this 

troop isn’t very strong. We can annihilate them.” 



King Marciais responded, “Even so, this troop is sent by one of the Ten Great 

Forces. We don’t know how terrifying their 

tactics are. Even if we killed them and obtained the treasures, it would be 
easy 

for them to find out who did it.” 

James smiled and said, “If I’m suggesting we make a move, that means I can 

erase all our tracks.” 

Upon hearing that, Taran was moved. 

Gaius frowned and said, “We don’t have any grudges with them. I don’t think 
it’s 

wise to kill them for the treasures.” 

Taran said, “Do you not know even the simplest rule of the cultivation realm 
after 

cultivating for so long? It’s a world where the strong eats the weak. You can 
rule 

anything as long as you’re strong.” 

“Sigh.” 
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James nodded and said, “Taran is right. Life is worthless in the cultivation 
realm. 

Powerhouses control lives at will. As long as they don’t lose their conscience 

and annihilate their Divine Soul, they can reincarnate.” 

Upon hearing that, Gaius remained silent. 

Perhaps he had stayed in Endlos for too long that he was not accustomed to 
the 



outside world. 

“Let’s do it.” King Marciais was ready to take action. 

Gurgen also followed suit. “We can’t leave the Central Plane empty-handed. 

The treasures are right in front of us. We can’t turn back now.” 

King Marciais looked at James and asked, “What’s your plan?” 

James smiled and said, “It’s simple. Well close off this area and mask it from 
the 

powerhouses of the Ancient Clan’s Immortal Mountain. They won’t be able to 

see what’s going on. Once they enter the plane, I’ll cast a formation to hide 
the 

plane.” 

“What a tactic.” King Marciais gave James a thumbs up. 

James laughed. 

Then, they followed the flying battleships in the dark. 

As the flying battleships were approaching the plane, several living beings in 

armor with weapons in their hands appeared. 

“Stop.” 

The living beings stopped the flying battleships from entering the plane. 

Taran was taken aback. He asked, “What’s going on?” 

“They’re the patrollers of this plane.” 

“Oh?” 

The group looked at James. 

James explained, “There’s an extremely powerful force in the Central Plane 



called Elysium Hall. The Master of Elysium Hall is the lord of the Central 
Plane. 

These patrollers are disciples of Elysium Hall. Their mission is to protect 

newborn planes and prevent other forces from invading and destroying the 

planes. If a force invades and destroys the plane, the force will be punished 
by 

Elysium Hall.” 

Upon hearing that, Gaius asked, “If so, why are there still so many forces 

wanting to invade and occupy other planes?” 

James sneered and said, “Before absolute benefits, rules are useless. 

Besides…” 

He continued, “Even though Elysium Hall is powerful and is known as the 

number one force of the Central Plane, there are still many powerhouses that 

they need to respect. 

They’ll turn a blind eye if the forces of these powerhouses invade other 
planes. 

However, weaker forces have to act in secret. 

“Let’s take Emyr Island as an example. Emyr Island wouldn’t dare appear in 

Endlos openly. That’s why they secretly invaded Endlos through the 
Tribulation 

World and the 

source of Endlos’ birth.” 

Once James finished explaining, everyone understood. 

Curious, King Marciais asked, “Is the lord of the Central Plane stronger than 



Lord Supreme?” 

Previously, James had said that Lord Supreme was the number one 

powerhouse of all planes. 

Now, there was the lord of the Central Plane, which made King Marciais 
curious. 

The rest were curious too. 

James smiled and said, “Although they’re both at the peak of the Martial 

Celestial Rank, they haven’t fought against each other before.” 

“Since they’ve never fought, how do you know that Lord Supreme is the 

strongest?” King Marciais rolled his eyes. 

James laughed and said, “Even though the master of Elysium Hall controls 
the 

Central Plane and can summon the power of the Central Plane, Lord 
Supreme 

isn’t beneath him. Lord Supreme created the Genesis Path Scripture. He can 

summon the Genesis of countless planes. Thus, I believe that Lord Supreme 
is 

stronger.” 

The few looked at James strangely. 

“If Lord Supreme created the Genesis Path Scripture, does that mean you’re 

him?” 

 


